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Writcr’s Dircct Did: (441 020 1 614-2280
E-Mail: wgroll@,,cgsh.com

July 29,2002

Dennis 0. G h s , EsqOffice Chief, Office of Mergers and Acquisitions
Division of Corporation Finance
Securities and Exchange Commission
450 Fiflh Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20549

Re: Proposed Tender Offer in the United States
by Saipern SPA for Bouygues OfEshore S.A.
Dear Mr. G ~ s :

We are writing on behalf of our client, Saipem SPA (C‘Saipem’’),to follow up on
our recent conversations and to request that the Securities and Exchange Commission (the
“Co&ssion”) grant exernptive relief from the provisions of Rule 14d-I.O(a) and Rule 14e-5
under the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as mended (the ‘‘Exchange Act”), with respect to
the proposed tend- offer in the United States by Saipern for: Securities of Bouygues Offshore
S.A. (L‘BouyWesOffshore”) described in this letter.‘
Background
Snipem SpA
Saipem, 3 ~ o m p y l yorganized under the laws of Italy as a societuger azioni, is
one of the world’s leading oil and gas contractors, providing offshore k d onshore drilling,
consmction, production and transportation services to the oil and gas industry. Saipem’s share5
are listed on the Milan Stock Exchange and the Paris Stock Exchange. Saipem has no class of
Securities registered under Section 12 of the Exchange Act and is not and has never been subject
to the periodic reporting requirements of the Exchange Act.

Eni SpA, a company organized under the ‘Lawsof Italy as a societuper c~zioyli,
holds directly or indirectly 42,97% of the issued and outstanding common shares of Saipem.
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Bouygues Offshore S A

Bouygues Offshore, a socidid ~hofiypneorganized under the laws o f the Republic
of France, is a foreign private issuer as defined in Rule 3b-4(c) under the Exchange Act.
Bouygues Offshore is a leader in the design, construction, installation and management of
onshore and offshore oil and gas production facilities. Bouygues Offshore provides complete
turnkey service fur projects that involve upstream oil, downstream oil and petrochemicals, gas,
energy transportation and export and energy distribution. These services include: basic design,
conceptual design, detailed engineering, procurement, construction, installation, commissioning,
operation, maintenance and fiont-end engineering and design (FEED).
The shares of Bouygues Offshore’s common stock, nominal vdue El -52 per
s h e (the “Shares”),are listed on the Premier iMnrchi o f Ewonext P a i s S./L and its American
Depositary Shares (“ADSs”), each representing one-half of one Share are listed on the New York
Stock Exchange (the “NY SE”). According to idomation provided by Bouygues Offshore, ( i ) as
of July 9,2002, there were 17,102,156 Shares (including Shares represented by ADSs)
outstanding (of which 495,977 were treasury shares), and (ii) as of July 23,2002, there were
623,722 ADSs outstanding (represeming 3 11,861 Shares).
Until July 9,2002, Bouygues Consrruction S.A.:a socie’tk Q J I U F I Y ~organized
~
under the laws of t h e Republic of France (the “Selling Shareholder”), owned 8,685,600Shares,
representing 50.8% of the share capital of, and 52.3% of the voting rights in,Bouygues OfFshore.
Saipem’s Acquisition of a Majority Stake in Bouygues Offshore
Following private arm’s leng& negotiations bemeen Saipem and the Selling
Shareholder,on May S, 2002, Saipem made an offer to the Selling Shareholder to acquire its
majoiity stake in Bouygues Offshore at a price ofE60 per share. On May 13,2002, the board of
directors of the Selling Shareholder recommended acceptance of the offer, f o l l o L ~ ag meeting
of the Selling Shareholder’s workers’ committee. The Selling Shareholder and Saipem then
entered into il definitive Share Purchase Agreemen< dated May 13,2002, under which the
Selling Shareholder agreed to sell, and Saipem obligated itself to purchase, the 8,685,600Shares
held by the Selling Shareholder at a purchase price of e60 per share, subject t o increase by
interest at a rate per mum equal to three-month Euribor plus 0.5% for each day after June 27,
2002 until the date on which the acquisition was completed. Saipem completed the acquisition
ofthis stake on July 9,2002 at the interest-adjusted price of €60.08 per share.
The Frcnch Standing Offer

Under applicable French law, my person, acting alone or in concert with other
persons, who acquires a block of securities providhg it a majority of the share capital or voting
rights of a company is required to file a “standing offer” (guruntie de cours), Thus, upon
completion of its acquisition from the S e h g Shareholder, Saipem became q u i d pursuant to
French !aw to launch a standing offer. In France, standing offers [and sther fender offers) are
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regulated by the Consed des marchksfznanciers (C‘cM”’’)
and the Commission des ope‘ratiohs d&
h r $ e (‘:COB’’), which together provide a comprehensive scheme for the regulation of French
tender offers and trading in the French markets.
P

The filing of R standing offer is made by letter to the CMF by one or more
presenting barks, at least one Of which guarantees the content and the irrevocability ofthe
commitments undertaken by the initiator. In this case, Morgan Stanley & Co. International
Limited filed the standing offix on behalf of Saipen on July 9,2002, promptly after the closing
of the purchase of the majority stake, in accordance with French law. The CMF must clear the
standing offer prior TO i ~ commencement,
s
In connection with a standing offer (as distinct from
the procedure in connection with a normal tender offer), the CMF does not review the fairness of
the offered price, which must be equal to the price paid in the acquisition of the majority block.

The information memorandum for the standing offer (note d’kformafion)was, in
accordance with French law and practice, sent to the COB at the same time as the standing offer
was filed with the CMF- The COB must approve t h e information mernoxandm before its use in
connection wiih the standing offer. In practice, the COB usually waits for the CMF to have
&sed d-reoffer before it grants a visa on the idonnation memorandum.

The CMF approved the ofkr on July 24,2002. The COB approved the
information memorandum and granted its visa on July 25,2002. Promptly after the COB’S
approval ofthe information memorandum, it was made public by the COB on its web site. The
initiator must then publish the entire information memorandum in a financial newspaper having
national circulation in France within two trading days following the COB’S approval, which is
being done today. Under French law, the standing offer is deemed t o commence the day after
such publication of the infoma~ticrnmemorandum. The information memorandum itself is not
mailed ‘COholders of Shares.

In a standing offer, the offeror is required to undertake to acquire: for a period of
at least ten Qading days, all securities tendered for sale by public shaeholders of h e target at the
same price as the price at which the acquisition of the majority block of securities was carried
out, Thus, Saipem is required to, and will, offer E60.08 per share for Shares tendered in the
standing offer.

The expiration date of a tender offer in France, including a standing offer, is
determined by the CMF. The CMF has consented to a period in ekcess of twenty trading days
for the standing offer if the relief requested hexein i s obrained so that Saipern may conduct the
standing offer concwently with the proposed tender offer in the United States.
A standing offer is unconditional. In a standing offer, the shareholders ofthe
target must, by law, be offered the ability to tender their shares “on the market” (the “Market
Tendas”), in which case the settlement of the initiator’s purchase of these shares, pursuant to the
offer, occurs three trading days after such tender (i. e., Saipem will be required, as a matter of
French law, l o accept md pay for these Shares as they are tendered &roughout the standing offer

period).' The initiator: in a s h d i n g offer may also decide to offer to the shareholders of the
target a Second means of tendering the ability to tender their shares though The Semicentralized procedure administered by Euronext Paris, in which case the settlement of the
ifitiaTor's purchase of these shares occurs after the end of the standing offer (h.,
Saipem will
accept and pay for these Shares only at the end of the standing ofTer). The International Offer

-

k ~ l include
l
this second means of tendering as part of the standing offer.
.Under the General Rules applicable to tender of€krs in France, the initiator is
permitted, under certain circumstances and with proper disclosure, to make additional purchases
afthe securities that are the subject of the tender offer in market ksulsactions (in addition to those
pursuant to Market Tenders), i - e . ,outside the tender offer. If the relief requested herein i s
obtgned so that Saipem may conduct the proposed tender offer in the United States, Saipem will
not make any purchases outside the tender offers anywhere in the world, even though they may
be othewise permitted by applicable laws other than. Rule 14e-5.
If, following the standing offer (or otherwise), Saipem holds at least 95% ofthe
share capital and voting rights of Bouygues Offshore, Saipem would be able to, and intends to:
cam out a squeeze-out of t h e remaining Shares, as a result of which Saipern would hold 100%
ofthe share capital and voting rights of Bouygues Offshore. In order to c a n y out such a
squeeze-out, Saipem would need to present the opinion of an independenr appcaiser (the
appointment of which is subject to the approval of the CMF md the absence of any objection
fxom the COB)confirming the fairness of the price offered. In order to better prepare for the
possible squeeze-out, Saipm has appointed such an independent appraiser now to review fie
fairness of the price mandatorily offered in the standing offer. The opinion of the independent
appraiser will be included in the infomation memorandum for the standing o€fer.

The Proposed United States Tender Offer
In conjuncrion with the French standing offer that Saipem is required to make,
S&pem would like to make an offer to acquire ADSs and Shares from holders resident in the
United States, bozh to enable it to achieve the higheit possible ownership through the offers, and
to enable the US.holders to participate in the tramaction on the same terns as holders outside
&e United States, Accordkgly, it has undertaken an assessment o f the level of ownership ofShares and ADSs in the United States to detennine the applicability of the U.S. tender offer d e s
to the proposed offer.
Prior to July 9,2002,Saipem had only limited direct contact with Bouygues
Offshore concerning Saipem's acquisition. Its acquisition of the majority stake in the company
was negotiated directly with the Selling Shareholder md its contacts regarding the company
were primarily with the Selling Shareholder. Saipem has received only limited information
about the US.ownership of Shares and A a S s fiom Bouygues Offshore.

I

Areicle 5-4-2 of the G e n e d Rules of the CMF.

..-.
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Saipern has, accordingly, rundataken a search of publicly avahb3e infomation
about the US.ownership o f Shares and AD%. According to Boqygues U€fshore’s F o m 20-F
for the ’Fiscal Year ended December 3 1,200 1, to the best of its knowledge at May 3 1,2002, only
approximately 2.04% of its outstanding shares were held of record in the United States. We also
looked at other publicly available information, including reports on Form 13F filed with the
Commission by institutional investment managers pursuant to Rule 13f- 1. (a> of the Exchange Act
with respect to the ADSs and the Shares and Statements on Scheduic 13D and 13G filed with the
Commission p u r s m t to Rule 1 3d- 1- Such publicly available-information shows institutional
holders that appea to be US.persons holding as of March 3 1,2002 approximately 1.4% though
ADSs (leaving approsirnately 0.8% of the ADSs then outstanding unaccounted for) and an
additional 1.5% through Shates. In addition, a Schedule 13G has been filed by Capital Gmup
International Znc, stating that i t “‘is the parent holding company o f a group of investment
mwgement companies that hold iwestment power and, in some cases, voting power over the
securities reported in this Schedule 13C-”The Schedde 13Greports aggregate beneficial
ownership o f 12.0% ofthe Shared

Furthermore, we looked at trading data to detennine any presumptions that mi&t
be discerned. According to information provided by Morgan Stanley & Co. International
Limited, financial advisor to Saipern, which it gathered fiorn publicly available sources, the
aggregate trading volume of the ADSs on the NYSE over the 12-calendar-month period ended
June 30,2002, was 867,600, corresponding to 433,300 Shares, lLvbich represents approximately
3,0% ofthe worldwide aggregate trading volume on Euronext Paris and the NYSE of the Shares
and A D S s during the same period (taking into accoum the fact that each ADS represents one-half
of one Share).
.

We have been advised by Bouygues Offshore that it does not have in its
possession currently any information concerning record or beneficial ownership of its s h s in
the United States beyond that which is reflected in its public filings and in this letker- While it
might be possible to cause Bouygues Offshore to try to gather additional information t o facilitate
Saipern’s calculation of U S ownership, that information cannot be (and could not have been)
obtained in the requisite t h e fiame for S s offer. We note in this regard that, because this
transaction was negotiated directly bemeen Saipern and the Selling Shareholder, Bouygues
Offshore did not have any direct material involvement in the trahsaction until its board of
directors determined, at a meeting on July 9,2002, that the standing offer and the proposed U.S.
tender offer were in the inrerests of the holders of Shares and ADSs.

-~
2
We note, however,
~

that the Schedule 23G lists the aggegate number of shares beneficially owned as
39,755,760 - more than five times the total numbet of Bsuygues Offshore’s shares actually outstanding and
not owned by the Selling Shareholder (7,920,579, after deducting the treasuv shates). W e have atumpted
to reach Capital Group international to obtain correct information on i t s holdings, but have not as ya been
successful. We have left messages at the telephone numbm shown on the filhgs Capid Group
International has made with the Commission, bur have not received a call back. We have also obtained B
different: number from directory assislance, but the number appe4s to be out of service.
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We have been advised that Bouygues Offshore, like most French companies, does
not maintain a share register ofthe record owners of i t s Shares. In France, in order for a
~~mpm
like
y Bouygues Offshore to identify holders of its Shares, it would need to make a
specid request that Eurocknr conduct a survey (known as a Titres a2c Porteur Identr$&s, 01 a
‘TpI’’). Under the procedures in the applicable Wiclles of Euroclear, in order to initiate the TpI
an issuer must make a request no later than four trading days prior to the record date for
the investigation, called the refexence date. The financial intermediaries holding through
Euroclear must send information about their beneficial owners (many o€ which are nominee
holders far other beneficial owners) no later than the seventh trading day following the reference
date. The issuer may collect the information fiom Eurocleax on the 1l* trading day following
the reference date. Accordingly, it takes up to 16 trading days (approximately 22 calendar days)
from the time a request is made by an issuer befixe it has the requested information, Only after
h i s information is obtained by the issuer, can the issuer (or an agent acting on behalf of t h e
issuer and subject to confidentiality ~estrictions)’begin to “look through” the nominee owme&+
reveded by this survey to determine the beneficial ownership of shares held through Euroclear.
This is done by sending requests to the nominee holders identified on the TPI, to which the
nominee holders may or may not respond (there i s no legal obligation for them to do so). In our
experience, most responses that will be made by French nominee holders will come back in ten
to fifteen tmding days (approximately 14 to 21 calendar days). Thus, in rotal, it typically takes
up to approximately six to eight weeks to complete a look-throughanalysis and get whatever
meaningful information that might be obtained about the level of U.S. beneficial. ownership of a
French company like Bouygues Offshore.

Given that the timing of the standing offer is governed by applicable French Paw
and regulations and was required to be filed promptly after the completion o f ~ acquisition
e
from the Selling Shareholder, and is required t o be conunenced promptly after the receipt of the
requisite approvals of the CMF and the COB,there simply was not suf5cient time in this
situation to undertake a request for a TPI and a tho~oughlook-through analysis. We were,
accordingly, forced 10 rely on the limited data that Bouygues Offshore was able to provide and
the information we obtained fiom publicly available sources. We recognize, however, that in
order to satisfy the requirement to perform a reasonable inquiry, companies must take steps early
in the planning and structuring phases of transactions in order to make inquiries and obtain
information that is as accurate as possible about US,beneficid ownership in a timely manner.
Based on the information we have, we are unable to determine with suficient
certainty whether the level of US.ownership was, thirty days prior to the anticipated
comiencement of the proposed offer, below 10% and, therefore, are not in a position t o
determine that Tier I i s available for the offer. Not counting any Shares that may be hetd by
Capital Group International, ir appears that as little as approximately 3.54% of the total
3

Bouygues Offshore has advised US, and we understand this to be correct, that it is not permitted as a mattes
of French law to provide Sdpern with 8 copy ofthe shareholder list or information about the identity or
address ~ f m shareholder
y
identified through the TPI, even though Saipem is the holder o f a majority ofthe
shares of Bouygues Offshore.
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outstanding Shares (including Shaxes represented by ADSs) - or approximately 7.2% of the
outshding Shares not held by persons holding more than 10% (that is: the 2.04% reported 10be
held of record by U . S holders in Bouygues Offshore‘s Form 20-F plus the 1.5% reported to have
been held on Form 13F filings, after giving effect to the exclusion of the 50.8% currently owned
by Saipern) - are held by US,holders. If Capital. Group International indeed owns, in the
aggregate, 12% of the outstanding Shares a further analysis of the ownership would be
appropriate to deternine if they are to be treated as a 10% shareholder under the applicable rules,
and-therefore Gxcluded from the calculation. Xn i t s Schedule ‘1-3G,
Capital Group International
notes that it has beneficial ownership of these shares as a result of its ownership of a number of
investment management cornpanks that directly hold the shares. If this ownership did not result
in exclusion under the mles, the Shares held by the investment management companies within
Capital Group International would themselves be sufficient to preclude the applicability of Tier 1,
Similarly, if Capital Group Intemationd does own 12% of the outsunding Shares and its
ownership i s such &at it should be excluded .from the numerator and the denominator in the
calculation: then the likely minimum number of remaining shares believed to be owned by U.S.
holders as described above would constitute 9.52% of the outstanding Shares not held by persons
holding more rhan 10% (after exciuding Shares owned by Saipem and Capital Group
International from the denominator). Thus, Saipem believes it is not in a position to d&ermine
that Tier I is available to the proposed U.S. tender offa.

On the other band, Saipem believes the data set forth above comfortably suppons
the conclusion that Tier I1 is available for the proposed U.S. tender offer. Therefore, although
Saipem believes that the proposed tender offer may qualify for the Tier I exemption to the U.S.
tender offer rules available under Rule 146-1,(c) under the Exchange Act, it proposes to structure
the tender offer to comply with the Exchange Act, subject to the Tier 11 exemption undw Rule
14d-l(d){2) under the Exchange Act and the exceptions described in h i s letter. If Saipem were
to discover infomation about h e U.S. beneficial ownership of Shares that is materially different
from the idormation and estimates set forth above, it will disclose this information to rhe
Commission promptly.

Saipem believes that, in order to accommodate the various local. legal and other
requirements and practices that apply in France and the United States, it is necessary and
appropriate to bifucale its proposed acquisition of the remaining Shares and A D S s into two
separate offas. The mandatory standing oRer will be made in France (the “Internalional OffeY)
in accordance Wth the requirements of the CMF, a,s well as of the.COB, and will be at-ailable to
all holders of S h e s , other rhan holders QfShares resident in the United States, and will not be
available to holders of ADSs. A separate tender offer would be made in the United States, open
only to holders of Shares resident the United States and holders of AL)Ss, wherever resident
(the “U.S. Offer’’ and, collectively with the International Offer, the “O€fers”). Holders of Shares
who are located in the United States m d holders of A D S s will not have the right to tender
directly into the Internationd Offer, and thus wi11 not have the right to tender by way ofMa&et
Tenders. Holders of Shares who are not located in the United States will not b v e the right to
tender into the U.S . Offerb All purchases made pursuant to the International Offer, including
purchases ofMarket Tenders, will occw outside the United States. Saipem 4 1 adopt
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procedures far the International Offer that have become customary in such offers intended to
avoid h e use ofthe U.S. mails, any other means or instrumcntaltity of interstate commerce, or
any facility o f a national, securities exchange in the United States.
Other than as described herein, the US.Offer will be subject to and conducted in

accordance with the U.S. tender offer rules. Accordingly, Saipern will file with the Commission
a Schedule TO relating to the U S . Offer pursuant to Rule 146-3 undm the Exchange Act, and
bvill take all .&er actions required under Regulation 140. We. expect that Bouygues Offshore
will. file with the Commission a Schedule 14D-9relating to the U S . Offer in accurdance w i h
Rule 14d-9 under the Exchange ~ c t ,
Nthough the proposed tender offer would be cornpaable in all respects to a
transaction exempt from Rule 13e-3 under the Exchange Act pursuant to Rule 13e-3(g)(l), it
would not literally satisfjr the requirement of such exemption, Accordingly, Saipem, since ir
may be deemed to be an “affiliate” o f Bmygues Offshore as a result of the purchase of the
Selling Shareholder’s majority stake, will also comply with the requirements of Schedule 13E-3
under the Exchange Act by, among other things, including the opinion of the independent
appraiser in the U.S. offer to purchase.
Additional Proposed Structure and Terms of the Offers

In addition to the structures described above for the Offers, it is proposed that h
Offers would be structured and conducted a$ folIo~s:

e

1..
Each o f the Offers will be sbuctuced so as to comply with the applicable
principles of French law, the regulations of the COB and the CMF Rules and, subjecr to
receiving the relief requested herein, the US.Offer tvi1.l be structured to comply with the
Exchange Act.
2.
To the extent legally possible, given the different regulatory schemes,
Saipem intends to conduct the Ofhrs in a manner that ensures equality of opportunity for, and
equal treatment of, dl holders of Shares and ADSS and, except as noted in this letter, the terns of
the t w o Offers will be identical in all materid respects.

In the International Offer, Sipem will offer G60-08per share in cash -3,
the same amount per share as it paid to the Selling Shareholder upbn consummation of the
acquisition of the majority stake, as required by French law. Saipem would offm the same
m o u n t in cash in em0 in the US.Offer, and would settle the payment in U.S dollars calcdated
by converting rhe euro offer price into U.S. dolIars at a specified conversion rate as of the
expiration date ofthe U.S. Qffer.
I

4,
Commencement and Duration. The Offers will be conducted substatidly
concurrently. As noted above, the International Offer Lccommences7y
on the day following
p u b h t i o n of the French information memorandum h3 financial newspapm (i.e., July 30,
2002). Saipem ifitends TO commence the U.S. Offer fhe same day. Saipern would commence the
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U S Offer by requesting that Bouygues Offshore begin mailing the U.S. offer to purchase and
related documents to U.S. holders of record of Shares, if any, and holders of record of‘ AD&“
and will publish, on the same day, a summay advertisement in a financial newspaper having a
nationd circdation in the United States- In addition, Saipem inteads, to the extenr feasible, 10
distribute the U S offer to purchase and related documents to brokers, dealers, commercial banks
and trust companies and similar persons listed as participants in a clearing agency’s security
position listings for subsequent transmittal t o beneficial owners of ADSs and to beneficial
o w m s of Shares who are located in the United States. The Offas would both, with the consent
of the CMF, remain open for at least 20 US.“business days” (as defined in Rule 14d-l(g)(3)
under the Exchange Act), Indeed. it is planned that the Offers will expire on September 6,2002.
While Snipem does not currently anticipate any changes that would require
extending the period that the O&rs are open, the US. Offer would be exlended, ifnecessary, SO
that it remains open for at least ten US.business days upon the occunence of any of the events
described in Rule 14e- 1@) under the Exchange Act. If Saipem materially changes the terms of
the Offers or the information concerning the Offers, Saipem will dsseninate additional tender
offer materids and extend the U.S. Offer fo the extent required by Rdes l$d-LF(d), 14d-6(c) and
14e-1 under the Exchange Act for the relevant minimum period required under the Exchange
Act. The period that the US.Ofkr would remain open, including as extended, if applicable, i s
referred to as the “Offer Period”. If the US. Offer needs to be extended, Saipem currently
intends to request that the CMF extend the period of the International Offer so that it may
terminate at the same time as the US.Offer terminates.
5.
Witl7drawaZ fiighb, The U.S. Off= would be subject to withdrawal rights
throughout the Offer Period. Shareholders who rvish to tender their shares in the International
Offer must give an inevocable sale order to the bank, financial institution, brokerage or other
intermediary (an“Intermediary”) holding their Shares and will not be permitted to withdraw
their Shaes from the offir.

6.
payme?Ztfor Shares and ADS‘. As described above, in t h e International
Offir, in accordance with French law, tendering shareholders vill have the option to specify
whether they wish to sell their shares “on the market” or as part of the “semi-centralized” offa
administexed by Euxonext Paris, If the shareholder selects the Market Tender option, payment by
the presenting bank on behalf of Sdpem to the shareholder and delivery by the shareholder’s
Intermediary of the tendered shares to the presenting bank will occur within three trading days
after the trade. If the shareholder selects the semi-centralized option, settlement and delivery
between the Intermedides selling on behalf of the tendering shareholders and the presenting
bank buying on behalf of Saipem will occur after Euronext Paris shall have centralized all tender
orders made through the Intermediaries, which we understand will be completed within four
trading days following expirafion of the Internalional Offer.
4

As noted above. Bouygues Off5hOE is not permitted as a matref of French law to provide Saipern with a
copy of the shareholder list or informaTion about the identiy or address of any shareholder identified
through tRc TPI.
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Securities of listed French companies are generally uncertificated and held in
book entry f ~ r m
though accounts at Euroclear. Accordingly, once the International OffeT has
commenced in France, shareholders will accept the offer by informing the Intemediay at which
the shareholder maintains an account for Shares, at any time prior to or on the expiration date of
the offer, of the shareholder‘s desire to tender. Ifthe shareholder specifies the semi-centralized
offer, the Intermediary wilK not immediately tender such Shares into the offer, but instead will
hold such shares until the expiration of the offer. On the day following the expiration of the
International Offer in France, the Intermediaries shall communicate to Euronext Paris the sale
orders of holders of Shares that will be ‘‘cmtdized’’ at Euronext Paris; in accordance with,
French practice and Euronexr Paris regulations, Ellronext Paris wdl organize the settlement and
delivery of the Shares tendered in the semi-centralizedtranche of the International Offer, which
shdl occur four trading days after the closing of the offer. On the day following this settlement
and delivery of the Shares (i- o., five trading days after the closing of the offer), the CMF will
announce the final results of the International OfFer by publishing hn avis de rksulrtzt.

With respect to the ADSs, promptly aRer the expiration of the U.S. Offer, The
Bank of New Yosk, the depositary for Bouygues Offshore’s A D S program, who would also be
appointed receiving agent for tenders in the US.Offer, would provide infomation to Saipem
indicating t h e number of A D S s tendered in the U.S. Offer (including the number o f ADSs
tendered by guaranteed delivery). The Bank of New York .Lvould then instruct BNP Paribas, the
custodian in France for The Bank of New York, to deliver the Shares underlying the ADSs
tendered to Saipem, and would make payment to tendering holders, promptly after the expiration
of the Offers.
With respect to Shares tendered in the US.Offm, the shareholders would be
instructed to have their brokers tender their Shaies by bookentry transfer to an account in, the
name of The Bank of New York held at BNP Paribas. Promptly follo~ngexpiration of the US.
Offer, the Bank of New York would instruct BNP Paribas to transfer these Shares to Saipem, and
would make payment m the tendering holders.
7.
The Offers will both be unconditional. Accordingly, Saipem intends to
purchase all Shares and ADSs properly rendered as part of the Offers.
Dbtussion of Issues

Rule 14d-1O( a)(1)

I

Rule 14d-lO(a)(l) under the Exchange Act provides that no person shall make a
lender o f k unless the offer open to all security holders of the class of securities subject to the
tender offer. T h e U.S. Offer would be open to holders of A D S s and to holders of Shares who are
located in the United States (and not to holders of Shares who are not located in the United
States) and the International Offer will be open to holders of Shares who are not located in the
United States (and not to holders of ADSs, wherever located, or to holders ~f Shares who are
located in the United States). Literal application o f Rule 14d-l O(a)(l) would prohibit the dual

offer structure described in this lener.

Dennis 0-Garis, Esq.
Office Chief: Ofice of Mergers & Acquisitions
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Under the Tier III exemption in Rule 14d-l{d)(2)(ii), which Saipern has
derermined i s applicable, as set forth above, a bidder is permitted to separate an offer into wo
offers: one offer made only to US.h d d m and mother offer made only to non-U,S.
holders.
Since the U.S. Offer would be made to holders of ADSs wherever located, literal application of
the Tier I1 exemption would nor exempt the dual offa structure described in this letm from &e
prohibition imposed under Rule 14d-2O(a)( 1).
. Saragraph ( e ) of Rule 14d-10 provides that the-Commission may o r a t an
?
exemption from the provisions of Rule I4d- 10, either unconditioaally or on specified t e r n and
conditions, t o any tender offer.

,-?.
.r-

.
",

I
+&

There are several points of conflict between the US.tender offer rules and French
law and practice, as outlined above, We believe that the best method for reconciling these
c o d i c t s i s a dual offer ~tructurethat permits persons located in the United States and holders of
ADSs to participate in the bansaction through the U.S. Offer OA substmtially the same terns
in the International Offer. The dual offer shuctwe proposed here i s consistent with the crossborder rules adopted by the Commission effective January 2000, commonly referred to as the
Cross Border Release (Release NOS.33-7759,34-42054; International Series Release No. 1.2051,
and with prior Commission Orders. Indeed, the structure proposed i s substantially idmtical to
That permitted by the Staff in Proposed Exchange Offer by Technip S.A., for nll ofthe
outstanding ordinary shares and Anierican Depositary Shares of Cof7exip S.A. (August 30,
200 1). St38 a h a In the Matter of the Exchmge Offir by Banco Bilbao Yizcqu Argentina &4. for
Orbinoy Shores and American Repositary Shates of BB VA Banco Frances, File No. TP 0 1- 1 1 8
(~p;ril19,ZOOl} iund Exchange Offerby Rh6ns Poulenc S.A.Jor Ordinary Shares andADSs of
Hoechst AG, File No. TP 99-205 (October 7, 1999).

Rule 14e5
Among other things, Rule Me-5 under the Exchange Act prohibits a person
making a tender or exchange offer for an equity security from7directly or indixectly, purchasing
or making any arrangement to purchase such security or any security which is immediately
convertible into or exchangeable for such security except pursuant to such offer. The prohibition
continues from the time of the p u b k announcement of the offer until the expiration of the offer
period, including any extensions thereof.

A literal application of Rule 14e-5 could be interpreted to prohibit Saipem's
purchase of Shares pursuant to the International Offer. As described above, under French law
applicable to standing offers, S i p e m must, as a manet o f French law, purchase, during the
pendency ofthe International Offer, Shares that are tendered as Market Tenders. Similarly, even
though, as noted above, it: is intended that the Offers would be conducted subsrantialIy
concurrently, it is possible that under some circumstances Saipem would be required to extend
the US.Offer to a date that i s later than the expiration of the International ORm. Thus, Saipem
might be required to purchase even those Shares tendered under the semi-centralized offer
mechanisms of the International Offer before the expiration of the US.Offer.

Dennis 0. G m k , Esq.
Office Chief, Office of Mergers & Acquisitions
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As noted above, French law also permits purchases to be made outside of a tender
offer under certain circumsrances. If the relief requested in this letter is granted and Saipkm i s
able to make the U.S. Offer, it will not eEect any such purchases anywhere in the world outside
the International Offer, even if permitted by French law.

Paragraph (d) of Rule 14-5 states that the Commission may grant an exemption
from the provisions of Rule 14e-5, either unconditiondly or on specified terms and conditions, to
my-trmsaction. Although there is, in our view, a reasonable question as to whether t h e
jurisdictional predicare for the application of the Exchange Act would be satisfied if Saipem
me to make purchases of Shares outside the United States, to remove any doubt, we apply, on
behalf of Saipern, for exernptive refief for such purchases horn the provisions of Rule 14e-5?
Saipern’s request for such exernptive relief is consistent with the exemptive relief
granted by t h e Commission in a number of instances. In Proposed Exchange Ofer by T ~ c h n i p
S.A.,for all ojtlzs outstanding ordinary shares and American Depository Shares uf Cuflexip S-,4.
(August 30,2001), Exchange Offer by Rh6ne Poulenc S.A. far Ordinary S ~ Q T TCSZ F ADSs
~
of
HoecJlst AG, File No. TP 99-205 (October 7 , 1999) and TotdFina l5xchange 0 @ ~ $ ? 1 Securities
r
of E~a4quituine,
File No. TP 99-1 98 (July 2 I,, I. 999), among other transactions, t h e Commission
or the Staff permitted the L L S ~of a dual offer structure and granted exemption from Rule 14e-5
(in the case of Technip) and Rule 1Ob-13 (the predecessor to Rule 14e-5) (in the case of R h d m
Poatlenc and TotaZFinu) in order to permit a non-U3 offer and the purchase of securities
thereunder during the pendency of the US.offerWe emphasize h a t the Offers a;re structured to give all holders ofADSs and
Shares, including holders of Shares located in the Uaited States, the opportunity to sell their
shares at the same price. Saipem will M e r b k e steps to ensure that the procedural terms of the
Offers are as equivalent as practicably possible, given local law and practice considerations. In
light of this, we note that permitting the Offersto proceed as described in this letter would not
t3
aive rise to any possibility o€ abuse or deception or manipulation of the type that Rule 14e-5 is
intcnded to prevent.

We note also that granting the relief requested in this letter would be a factor
facilitating cross-border offers. The structure proposed, similar ;to that used in other transactions
where the US. ownership was significantly greater than it appears to be in this case, provides a
mechanism to encourage bidders for non-US. companies to e;\qend their offers to US.persons
who hold securities in the target company. If rhe reliefrequested is not granted, Saipern will
have no choice but to conduct only the International Offer and to exclude US.holders from
participating at all.
Finally, we note that, because the proposed dual offer structure involves
purchases pursuant to two regulated tender offers, one in France and one in the United States, it
5

We have been requested by Saipern to emphasize that this learn does not reflect ~II
admission that Rule
13e-5 would apply to such purchases ouwide the United States in the absence of such exemptive relief.

h M L S
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does not present the same risks as would open market purchases or private purchases outside of
the US.Offer, and the poLicks forming the basis for Rule 14e-5 will not be violated if thi
exemptive relief requested is grated- The offer to purchase for the U.S. offer will disclose the
fact that Saipem may, as required by French law and the International Offer, make purchases
pursuant to the International offer, including Market Tenders. Any such purchases will,
themselves, be disclosed as appropriate on amendments to Saipem’s filings with t h e

Commission. Thus,U S . holders of Shares and holders of ADSs will be assured of information
about the International Offer, md will be assured of the benefit of the same consideration p i d
per Share in the International Offer.

Rule 14d-lO(a)(I)

-

Given (i) the protections afforded by the French regulatory regime, (ii)
that the
OKers would be made for all outstanding Shares and ADSs and upon the sane financial, terms,
(iii) the differences in the procedural. requirements in France and the United States, (iv) the
limited percentage of Shares and ADSs held by U.S. holders, (v) rhe express authorization under
the Tier I1 exempiions for dual. offer structures and (vi) the growing number. o f precedents in
%vhichthe Commission has permitted smctures similar to the structure proposed here, we
respectfully request exemptive relief from the provisions of Rule 14d-1O(a)( I} under the
Exchange Act to pennit the US.Offer to be unavailable to holders of Shares who arc not
resident in t h e United States and to permit the making of the Offers utilizing the dual offer
structure as described in this letter and under Section 14(d) of the Exchange Act so that the
International Offer may be conducted without itself complying with Section 14(d) of the
Exchange Act and Rule l3e-3 md Regulation 14D under the Exchange Act,

Rule 14e-5

We respectfully request exemptive relief fiom Rule 14e-5 under rhe Exchange
Act to permit Saipem to make the Offers substantially simultaneously and to purchase S h e s in
the International. Offer, including pursuant to M a k e Tenders during the International Offer and
centralized tenders upon expiration of the International Offer, ifi each case to the extent such

purchases OGCW after the public announcement af, but prior to the expiration of, the US.Offer,

As permitted by 17 C.F.R, 200.8 1, (b) of the Commission’sRules o f Practice, we
respecdully request that this letter request and the StafFs response thereto be accorded
confidential treatment Until the earlier of the commencement of the US.Offer and the date that
is 120 days f i o n the date hereof.

Dennis 0. Gmis, Esq.
Office Chief, O f k e of Mergers Bt Acquisitions
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If you need hther information or wish to discuss these matters further, please d o .
hesitaxe to contact me,Edward F, G-reene~r Jennifer Bender at +44 207 614 2200.
Very truly yours,

/

William A. Groll

